DANCE HELD BY TAU BETA PI OPENS ENGINEER ACTIVITIES

Social activities of Tau Beta Pi, the national professional engineering fraternity, will be held this week as the opening activity of Engineer's Month. A dance will be held in the Elks' Hall, the date of which has not been announced. All members of the fraternity are invited to attend.

Arrangements have been completed for the event, which will be held in the Gold Room of the Hotel Astor, the doors of which will be opened at 9:30 p.m. The dance will be closed at 12:00 a.m. and tickets will be sold at the door.

DANCE DESIGNED TO BE WELL ATTENDED

The dance will be well attended, as the society's former publicity chairman, who held the position for two years, will be present. The organization has made every effort to attract members from other places, and it is expected that the new policy will be successful.

The entire University will be invited to the dance, as the society has a large number of members. The dance will be held in the Gold Room of the Hotel Astor, and the doors will be opened at 9:30 p.m. The dance will be closed at 12:00 a.m. and tickets will be sold at the door.
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FOR A REAL HOME-COOKED MEAL
Served in clean unique surroundings for a very low price

EAT AT
Ernie Allen's Grill and Cafeteria
3337 Woodland Ave.
Formerly The Dutch Kitchen

NOTICES

SPORTS

Frozen Stamford candidates report to 3:00 p.m. at 1:30 to the
Freehouse (swimming) at 3:00. The men's track meet is at 10:30, April 10.

Rifle—All members of the rifle team must report to the Range tomorrow at 8:00 a.m.

Basketball—All men must report to the Range tomorrow at 8:00 a.m.

CHEWING GUM

3337 Woodland Ave.

Mint flavored

Ernie Allen's

Grill and Cafeteria

Beaston's

A Full Cream Confection

Beach-Nut Packing Company, 1 Canannahie, N. Y.
FELLOWSHIPS OFFERED BY GENERAL ELECTRIC

Competition Open to Graduates of Any University, College, or Tech School in Country

Five thousand dollars is available for award annually by the Charles A. Coffin Foundation, established by the General Electric Company, for fellowships in electricity, physics and physical chemistry, to graduates of the universities, colleges and technical schools of the United States, who have shown, by the character of their work, that they would with advantage, undertake or continue research work in educational institutions, in this country or abroad.

Six such fellowships were awarded last year, and opportunity is now open to make application for those to be given this year. The fellowships carry a minimum income of five hundred dollars per year, which sum may be increased to meet the special needs of a student in whom they are created. The Foundation committee is charge of Dr. McKenzie desires to award some fellowships to men who, without financial assistance, would be unable to pursue their studies of research work. Applications will be welcomed from students in the graduate departments of colleges, universities and technical schools, but any award to a woman is to be conditional upon her graduation.

Applications must be filed with the committee by April 15, 1924, and should be addressed to W. T. Trench, Secretary, Charles A. Coffin Foundation, 65, New York, from whom the necessary blanks may be obtained on request. Candidates who have graduated not more than one year may fulfill their applications directly to the Secretary of the Foundation, at the same address.

The Coffin Fellowship is now open to all universities of the United States, who have been in existence not less than five years and have just received a Charter.

INTERCOLLEGIATE BALL LEAGUE MAY BE FORMED

Eastern colleges and universities are planning the formation of an intercollegiate baseball league, consisting of six to eight teams, for next year. This project has long been under consideration, and is heartily endorsed by many college athletic clubs among them John T. Blossom, Yale Athletic Director, and Andrew C. Dudley, Columbia University's coach. The plan would have been carried out this spring, but Princeton reconsidered its decision and decided that the time was not yet opportune for such a move. Of latter years, the interest formerly taken in collegiate baseball has abated everywhere on account of the increased influence of the professional leagues, whose a better brand of baseball is unquestionably played than by the university teams. This has been par

Stetsons are designed for young men—they are a long time growing old.

PHILADELPHIA

DO YOU NEED MONEY?
SEE DAVE BROOKS, 325 WOODLAND AVE.

Money Loan Office

Money loaned on Everything. We buy at all sterling. Bargains in Brief cases, Jewelry, Luggage, Musical Instruments, Dressing Instruments, Diamonds, Watches, Reward Costs. Expert Watch and Jewelry Repairing.

U. of P. C.

DO YOU NEED MONEY?

If you are a 1924-model human being—

If you Browse—

and play a little Bridge

Admire good Dancing

Admire good Dressing

and don't be the Art

The last word of the new style and the new way of the best group of the exhibitors, manufacturers of dressed men's wear, is a result of the year's efforts. Varsity Fair is known for a refined and select taste. Probably no other season will have a more complete or better selection of men's wear in all price ranges. The season's collection of men's wear is the most complete and the new collection of men's wear is the most substantial.
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It has been decided to depart from precedent and omit the traditional column of advice to Hodgers. When one considers all the advice those fresmen will receive in the next few weeks, any additional words of ours would be entirely superfluous.

We are sorry to inform the column’s well-wishers that Ed Incheef positively refuses to allow us to heed their suggestions and print the Interfraternity Agreement in full in this space devoted to the little gifts of humor.

Even realizing that it is bad form for a columnist to do in the little gift of penning, we must call your attention to the fact that M. Se was arrested the other day for home incinma.

Whenever he begins to think very pretty but so far as he knows of there are no more learning brains, something, these basketball diagrams for instance, are sure to come along to take the wind out of our sails. On reading that some four-year-old child could name and identify forty-five animals we had to admit that we had no memories there; were they different kind of animals in existence?

Which reminds us of the old joke about the hill in the Geography examination. Slip as you’ve fixed it, which was asked in name five animals in the Arctic region, giving the answer two-hour bears and three cats. Therefore, the Man, control yourself, we didn’t know it would affect you this way.

The distinguished Mr. Edmundson stated as saying, “I was a dumb bell once.” We think it would be an excellent improvement along this line for you, you may lapse into sort of a crack aboult his. You know that if we do all of your thinking for you, you may lose your sense of mental stagnation and become utterly incapable of the clever conversation that characterizes a Pennsylvania man when ever he goes. From time to time we shall include simple problems in writing the Column for you to practice on.

The statement in our favorite newspaper that “the odds are four to one in Fretwell’s favor” rather surprised us, for we thought that Cornell was expected to win the intercollegiate championship.

Headline from a local newspaper “Basketball Rides Bicycle to Kearney to Visit Friends, Is Found Near Exhaustion.”

Most have taken the wrong road.

President Codlidge’s warning against a national spending orgy proves to be long and rousing laughter. For the last week, due to the non-arrival of the regular weekly, we have been walking around the campus with a band of lost cats in our pockets—one cat in each pocket. It certainly gives one a peculiar feeling to have to stop to consider if one can afford an evening newspaper.

We are in a position to sympathize with the chap in San Francisco who has lived in a hotel since 1904, having had classes in E2 Logan for the last three years.

XQ-QK, contributions by OJ and GJ

would wish to claim Pennsylvania as his Alma Mater. Despite various activities, our over-organized undergraduate life left us to keep the proper balance; the proper name of preposition. Pennsylvania is still a reminder of knowledge and a trainer of thought and bids fair in light of future policy to strengthen her already revered position.

As Worn By The Prince of Wales

"On the Occasion of the Fall of the Conservative Government..." the Prince of Wales... wore a Tweed-looked Jacket, with a Double-breasted Waist Coat cut straight at the Waistline. The Prince’s Trousers were wider than usual, and finished without a turnup. The material was Stone Gray.

George Augustus Selwyn

UNIVERSITY MEN KNOW THAT WE HAVE MODELS IDENTICAL WITH THE ABOVE DESCRIPTION.
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 29, 1924

WHERE TO GO IN PHILADELPHIA
THE BEST THEATRES, MOVIES, PLACES TO DINE AND DANCE

B. F. KEITE'S
CHESTNUT & TWELFTH STREETS

THIS WEEK

The American Master of Dance and Melody!

EDDIE LEONARD AND HIS MINNESTLY BALL![

New Songs! New Novelties! New Dance!]

BIRD MILLMAN
The Little Queen of the Air

Bert - GORDON & SCHUBERT - Florence

in a Musical Crossover

Franks Davis & Adele Danieli - Edwin Classey & Co. - Fit

Hobbs - Van Beec - Frank LaDon - Anna's Follies - Pathe

News - Topics of the Day - Pathe News.

ELL 4 Gray - Kay Lorene Sterling - Les Ghezzi - Aseoc'o

Frank Davis 4 Adele Darnell - EJitu Clasper & Co. - Flo

PHONE. Filbert 3395. Seats one week in advance.

Bert - GORDON & SCHUBERT - Florence

STUDIO DANS ANT

A new one act Comedy by Howard Emmett Rogers

In the Hotel Ad-el-phi-a

Then the French Room's Amber Glow

Whose skill we love to hymn

This waving-blue-gra.s cottage band

These laughing singinn. boys

Is where life and laughter flow.

With laughing, dashing vim

at

Southland

Who bring you Dixie's Joys.

Intrigues you, makes you restless.

There? a gFMN band from Kentucky

"There Is tumult in the city.

In the quaint old Quaker Ttown

friend and melody!

Eddie

In a Recital Cljssique

THIS WEEK

Telephone Spruce 4331

"A FRIEND IN NEED"

A new one act Comedy by Howard Emmett Rogers

Marian Davis Harmon - Watts - Belle Hanley - Margi-

ell & Gray - Kay & Lorene Sterling - Les Ghezzi - Anna's

Follies - Topics of the Day - Pathe News.

TWO SHOWS DAILY: 2 and B P. M. Prices: Matinee, 5c.

This is the day of our week. Prices: bell 

PHONE. Filbert 3395. Seats one week in advance.

KEITH VAUDEVILLE

Another special feature full of kid.

class vaudeville will be presented this

week. Howard Emmett Rogers, the

Seddon who performs many wonder-

tits of derring do's here direct from

his two months engagement at the New

York Hippodrome. The chief comic

feature will be supplied by Jack Den-

som, his bean-bagged dancer who has

been featured in stuffy Darling. A Friend

in Ned in a new comedy sketch by Hor-

net Emmett Rogers and presented with

a splendid cast. Marie Davison Hester

aiolistic vocalist and vocalist in the

morner stage makes her first appearance.

George Watts and Bell Hawke

have an offering called Langkis Court

with Melodel and Gray and Gay as

answers per excellence.

NEWSPAPER'S PICTURE AT FOX.

By special arrangement with the Uni-

ted States Navy Department. "A Mile

shrimp's Crust" a personal story of

Crust Sam's troubles in foreign waters

will hold another position on the program

of the Fox Theatre next week which be-

for his principal leadership, Thomas In

lone's masterful screen achievement of

newspaper life. "Her Reputation" with

Boy McAvoy and a notable supporting

cast. Adapted from Talbot Mending

Blakely Kings widely read novel, "Her

Reputation" as a photograph of the mate-

rializing theme in those who relish the

whales of the literary world transmuted

in the screen.

For the occasion, the Fox Theatre

Grand Orchestra will render von Suppe's

"Light Cavalry" under the direction of

Anna Christy Stanley Show

Anna Christie, Thomas H. Ince's screen

versity of Eugene O'Neill's Pulitzer priz

Theatrical producer, whose

riages of the Stanley Theatre,

were next week. The leading roles are pic-

torial and dramatic acting the

in its presentation than in its art

It has been lauded in practically

every state as being even more convinc-

ing than before.

The surrounding program will be

replete with interest. A musical feature

Will be the return engagement of the

popular Stanley Piano Trio. Lewis Whit-

ley, Powers and Charles Linnan.

For their engagement in the Stanley

they will have chosen a most interest-

ing program, including Richard's Pe.

tude in d Minor, Chopin's and a
classical Syncopation on Chopin's famil-

y melodies, by Lange, introducing

Annees in B Flat Minor. Fantasia on

promises simultaneously with Elgie by

Monud, Butterfly blithe and the White

Waltz and a Rhapody in popular

musical comedy numbers by the White

 Trio. 

Eris Rapipe, who as managing direc-

tor has surrounded the feature with an

eminent colored press and directions.

"The Mage of the Flowers" is a

piece of dramatic acting the

is by far the most startling piee* of dramatic acting the

screen has ever seen.

A play that took New York, Philadelphia and London by storm

A picture with all the strength, the pathos and sheer beauty

of the original.

Added Attractions

Return of the celebrated soprano HELEN YORKE. An ad-

finitely new repertoire.

With a splendid cast including

BLANCHE SWEET

William Russell, George Marion and Eugene Beavers. It is by far the most startling piece of dramatic acting the

screen has ever seen.

A play that took New York, Philadelphia and London by storm

A picture with all the strength, the pathos and sheer beauty

of the original.

"Morning's Flowers" will be

used as the musical accompaniment.

The Kentucky Kernels

a real college orchestra from the State College of Kentucky

after a special engagement to the boys of Old Penn to enjoy an evening's dancing amid the amber lights of the

beautiful French Room of the

Hotel Adelphia

Dancing every evening from Ten till One

Cover charge One Dollar except when students of Old

Penn attend with their fair femmes in groups of more than

fifteen persons. Then the cover charge will be reduced one-

half by informing any member of the Kernels or the head-

waiter.

JACK DONAHUE

DANCING EVERY EVENING AT 8:45
SATURDAY MATINEES AT 3:00
STUDIO DANSANT
1830 Market Street

PRIVATE INSTRUCTIONS -$ LESSONS 60.00
Telephone Spruce 4551

Hail A Yellow on the Street or Call
Yellow Cab 3020

'There is music in the city.

In the quiet old Quaker Town

There's a green band from Kentucky

That keeps you dancing round and round

inspiring you, making you restless,

Those laughing singin. boys

There's "Kentucky Kernels"

Who bring you Dixie's Joys.

They rise and play of Southland

This wavy-blue-grass cottage band

With laughter, dashing vim

When theater lights have all gone out

Then the French Room's Amber Glow

In the Hotel Adelphia

This week's main attraction

Next Week's Main Attraction

Ain't I Told You A Million Times ... I Hate Men?

THOMAS INCE presents

EUGENE O'NEILL'S PULITZER PLAY

Anna

Christie

With a splendid cast including

BLANCHE SWEET

William Russell, George Marion and Eugene Beavers. It is by far the most startling piece of dramatic acting the

screen has ever seen.

A play that took New York, Philadelphia and London by storm

A picture with all the strength, the pathos and sheer beauty

of the original.

Added Attractions

Return of the celebrated soprano HELEN YORKE. An ad-

finitely new repertoire.

THE KENTUCKY KERNELS

a real college orchestra from the State College of Kentucky

after a special engagement to the boys of Old Penn to enjoy an evening's dancing amid the amber lights of the beautiful

French Room of the

Hotel Adelphia

Dancing every evening from Ten till One

Cover charge One Dollar except when students of Old

Penn attend with their fair femmes in groups of more than

fifteen persons. Then the cover charge will be reduced one-

half by informing any member of the Kernels or the head-

waiter.

J ohn P. Rea, Jr.

HOTEL ST. JAMES
Room 302 - 10th @ Walnut

Now Booking in Philadelphia

The Kentucky Kernels

Havana Casino Orchestra

Rusell Mason St. James Orchestra

Rialto Ramblers

Versailles Serenaders

Garber-Davis Orchestra

Golden Gate Symphonies

and other fine bands

That Singing, Swinging Band

9.50 for first half hour

16.50 per half mile

No calls are or ever will be accepted at

lower rates
SIX marks this year and are counting on giving has an unusually good collection of mau'•

Coach Decker is showing them before that time.

NITUXEN AND BROS.

PEP PENN ELECTRIC SHOE REPAIR

HAT CLEANING

The Quaker City National Bank
Capital $300,000
Surplus & Profits $75,000

Savings Fund Pays 4%
We Solicit Your Account

THE AMERICAN STUDIO OF DANCING

Sixtyninth and Market Streets

Cordially invites the patronage of the University Students. Dancingevery Tuesday, Friday, and Saturday Evenings.

W-I-P Radio Orchestra

Take the "L"
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 29, 1924
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FANTASTIC "Hair-Groom" now on the market!

Hair Stays

Combed, Glossy

"Hair-Groom" keeps Hair Combed—Well-Groomed

EARN UP TO $50 A WEEK by selling "Hair-Groom"! This is the "Hair-Groom" you've heard so much about! Now it's here! For the first time in years, a product of this kind has come along that you can sell for real money! You can give it as a gift or sell it for a profit. It's easy to handle and easy to sell. You'll find that people will pay good money for it. You can make a fortune with "Hair-Groom"! Start selling now and you'll be on your way to wealth. Don't delay. Act now!

WILKINSON'S DRUG STORE

NOW OPEN
Hotel Pennsylvania, Thirty-ninth at Chestnut Street

Prescriptions
Toilet Articles
Perfumes
Candy

Our Shop - 147 S. Broad St. Open all night.
Waltman 3200

The Franklin Inn

Public Dinner Room

36th & Broad Streets

Unique on the campus that it offers quality in foods and refreshments in an atmosphere of "Dally Bust" prices.

BREAKFAST 3c.
LUNCH 4c.
DINNER 60c.

3 Meals $1.00 Weekly

"Drop in and Get Acquainted"

PENN STATE MAY HAVE INDOOR DIAMOND LEAGUE

New Game is Similar to Indoor Baseball

Beaver Brand Playing Field
Divided in Sections

FIRST PLAYED IN PHILADELPHIA

Penn State's head basketball and intramural basketball and baseball teams have never before had such a thrill as an indoor baseball season been thought of. Now, however, "Chief" O'Brien, Secretary of the Y. M. C. A. center, has decided with this suggestion, which is, in solution to a new league, open-

Psychology Plays Role in Athletic Competition

Olympic Committee determined to do everything possible to keep athletes contented. Why do we have the Olympics? Because we are a great nation. We have the Olympics because we are a great nation. The Olympics are a reflection of our greatness. How do we keep the athletes contented? By giving them the best possible conditions. This is the philosophy of the Olympic Committee. They don't want any trouble. They want the athletes to be happy. They want them to enjoy the experience. They want them to be able to relax and enjoy themselves. This is the aim of the Olympic Committee. They have determined to do everything in their power to make the Olympics a success. They want the athletes to be contented. They want them to enjoy the experience. They want them to be able to relax and enjoy themselves.

PYLE and INNES

Leading College Tailors

115 WALNUT STREET

The Palette Tea Shop

THE LOCUST STREET BOOK SHOP

510 SPRUCE STREET

Breakfast  Lunch  Afternoon Tea  Dinner

Leading Library. New Books on the Day of Publication

Announcing the opening of

CLARK'S

Delicatessen and Restaurant

On 40th Street

Across from Dental School

Woodessover

JEWELER

247 S. 40th Street

Quick Service on Watch and Jewelry Repairing

Thorndyke Lunch Room

3332 Woodland Ave.

Tempting Meals at Reasonable Prices

Lunch 12 - 2
Dinner 5:30 - 7

CHOCOLATES

HARD CANDIES

Sohn Bons

Edward D. Kruse & Co.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL QUALITY CONFECTIONS

3204 WOODLAND AVENUE

SPECIALS EVERY FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

THE COLLEGE JEWELRY ENGRAVING & GIFT SHOP

The Rankin Company

Candies

Gummi Bears, Caramels, Chocolate, etc.

Jewelry, Swiss, Leather, Trimmings and

Broadway Confectionary

Jewelry, Swiss, Leather, Trimmings and

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

For name and address, 5c.
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CANDY CO. OF PHILADELPHIA


dinner or supper in the Grill Room of Hotel Pennsylvania.

W.T. Connor, Pres., Penn Student Union.

The best good time you could plan

THREE S SAVINGS ACCOUNTS


Banked savings account for the man on the move.

The Rankin Company

Across from Dental School

1118-20 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Mfrs. Penna. Shingles and Keys

40th Street

Across from Dental School

1115 WALNUT STREET

PYLE & INNES

Tailors

Man and Boys

Correct Clothes

Announcing the opening of

CLARK'S

Deli.

By

You'll Dance

The best good time you could plan

is dinner or supper in the Grill Room of Hotel Pennsylvania. Everything is just right for them for the delectable part of the meal that makes the minutes fly happily. Vincent Lopez and his Hotel Pennsylvania Dance Orchestra furnishes the most en
trasing dance music. The food is delicious and the service delf and courteous. There is no more delightful place on earth for a good time.

HOTEL PENNSYLVANIA

ACROSS FROM PENNSYLVANIA STATION

NEW YORK CITY

Nearly every Fraternity on the campus serves-

Friehter's

FINE BREAD
ACQUIRED DETERMINERS INHERITED-KAMMERE

PROVES THEORY WITH SLIDES

Dr. Paul Kammerer of the University of Vienna, located in Brussels last year of the "Inheritance of Acquired Characteristics." Every student in the Audience was astonished to learn that Prof. Kammerer has submitted a theory which was debated in the public press by the late Prof. Friedrich Nietzsche. The lecturer figures prominently in the public press as a part of a debate with Prof. Max Ehrlich of Vienna, who advocated the view that the results of experiments on the newt, which was said to have reached maturity under artificial conditions, were not the same as those of the wild newt, which was not the same as those of the wild newt, which had been elongated by artificial means.

While Dr. Kammerer shied of evidence in support of his theories to the claim of the Audience that he had based his research, naturally the audience was assembled to the point of going to the home of the great scientist. The majority of the audience believed that he had not made his research, but that he has transferred his work to another laboratory, and that the experiment is still in progress.

Dr. Kammerer brought forth evidence that the results of experiments on the newt, which had been elongated by artificial means, are not the same as those of the wild newt, which had been elongated by natural means.

The newt in the Audience had come dressed up in its best clothes, and the lecturer had made all possible preparations to show the audience Dr. Kammerer's evidence and to demonstrate the validity of his theories.

Dr. Kammerer is noted furthermore as the first to prove this theory. The majority of the Audience were filled to the brim with enthusiasm when the lecturer announced that he had proved the existence of "Inheritance of Acquired Characteristics." The lecturer figures prominently in the public press as a part of a debate with Prof. Max Ehrlich of Vienna, who advocated the view that the results of experiments on the newt, which was said to have reached maturity under artificial conditions, were not the same as those of the wild newt, which was not the same as those of the wild newt, which had been elongated by artificial means.

Dr. Paul Kammerer figures prominently in the public press as a part of a debate with Prof. Max Ehrlich of Vienna, who advocated the view that the results of experiments on the newt, which was said to have reached maturity under artificial conditions, were not the same as those of the wild newt, which was not the same as those of the wild newt, which had been elongated by artificial means.

Dr. Paul Kammerer figures prominently in the public press as a part of a debate with Prof. Max Ehrlich of Vienna, who advocated the view that the results of experiments on the newt, which was said to have reached maturity under artificial conditions, were not the same as those of the wild newt, which was not the same as those of the wild newt, which had been elongated by artificial means.